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Introduction
• Fuel / energy poverty (i.e. difficulties faced by some households to
aff
fford
dh
heating
ti thei
th ir h
homes))  nott a recentt problem
bl
• Emergence of fuel poverty as a policy issue in European countries
since the 1990s
1990s, but
– Only four countries have officially defined the concept
– The question of measurement has not been solved in a perfectly
satisfactoryy wayy
– Precise effects of being “fuel poor” not so clear

• This presentation
– Shows the diversity of situations in Europe regarding energy poverty
– Discusses French policies addressing the problem
– Explores two specific topics:
• The main fuel poverty program Habiter Mieux (living better)
• The specificities of fuel poverty in the region of Paris
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1.
FUEL POVERTY:
THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE
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Fuel poverty in Europe
• Recognition of energy poverty as a Europe‐wide
problem is not debated anymore
 Between 50 and 125 million people (out of 500 million
people living in Europe)

• But we are still lacking a clear picture on what energy
poverty actually is, i.e. who is mainly affected
– Types of households,
– Types of homes,
– Areas
Areas, ...

• And there is still a debate on how to define energy
poverty
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Does climate diversity in Europe explain
differences in fuel poverty ?
Heating
degree
days
(2009)

Northern and
E t
Eastern
E
European
countries more
exposed to cold
temperatures

Warmer winters in
the South, but also
very high summer
temperatures
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Inability to keep homes adequately warm according
to the EU Surveyy on Incomes and Livingg Conditions
(SILC)
Inability to
keep home
adequately
warm
Source: SILC (2011)

N.A
0 ‐5%
5 – 10 %

No major difficulties in
SScandi
dinaviian countries
ti

10 – 20 %
20 – 40 %
> 40 %

Severe situations of
energy poverty in some
Eastern European
countries

High levels of energy
poverty in certain Southern
European countries despite
warmer winters
 no obvious link between cold climate and energy poverty  some countries seem to
6
face the problem better than others

A larger perspective on fuel poverty in Europe:
parison of three indicators
comp

Source : Eurostat, SILC
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Different fuel poverty situations
What possible causes ?
 Heritage of the past: types of homes (single family homes vs. collective) and
year of construction (thermal regulations were developed after 1975)
 The attention given to the quality of housing (in its function of protection
of people against cold climate)
• Ex: Northern Europe

 The importance of mechanisms of social protection
• Ex: Germany and Northern Europe

 Energy used for heating (type, cost, availability)
• Ex: electric heating in France

 Income levels, that influence capacity of households to pay for energy, i.e.
affordability
• Ex: Eastern Europe
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Differences regarding affordability of energy

Source : Eurostat
 affordability of basic energy consumption is an important issue in countries with low9
poverty thresholds

Elements related to public policies
d memb
ber states levell
at EU and
•

Liberalization of electricity and gas markets in the EU:
Initiated in 1996 (electricity) and 1998 (gas) with full retail
competition in July 2007 at the latest
Effects differ across European countries

–
–
•
•

•

Economic crisis
–

•

Eastern Europe: end of energy subsidies & price increases in a context of
comparatively low incomes
Retail market liberalisation but certain countries still have regulated end‐
user tariffs (Ex: France)

Increase of energy affordability problems of low‐income
populations, e.g. in Southern Europe

Energy policies of some countries
–

Ex: the German energy transition (massive development of
ble energy sources)) th
thatt result
lts in high
hi her ellectricit
t i ity taxes for
renewabl
small consumers
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Public policy approaches
regarding
di fuel
f l poverty
•

At EU level:
Energy poverty not directly under the responsibility of the European
Union, but

–
•
•

–

•

European directives liberalising the electricity and gas sectors mention
energy poverty since 2009
European Economic and Social Committee has expressed concerns about
the problem (2010, 2013)

Defining “energy poverty” or “vulnerable energy consumers” is a
ponsibilityy of the Member States
resp

In Member States: different ways of viewing the problem
–
–

“ineq
qualityy ” view in the definition adop
pted in 2013 in Enggland &
Wales  focus on those households that have disproportionately
high energy needs
“poverty” view in countries like Germany  no specific problem of
energy poverty but one aspect of poverty in general
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To summarize: two main challenges for
E
European
countries
i regarding
di ffuell poverty
1. In times of cheap energy, energy poverty was mainly
affecting the poorest populations living in the worst
homes. These « low income high cost » households are the
mostt vullnerable
bl to future
f t
energy priice increases
2. Future price evolutions could modify that picture, with
more and more households becoming fuel poor, i.e.
“constrained” in their budgets  towards a “massification”
of energy poverty?
 Some countries seem to be less exposed, despite
unfavorable conditions (cold climate)
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2.
POLICY OPTIONS
TO ADDRESS FUEL POVERTY IN FRANCE
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Energy poverty as a political issue in France
•

Policy measures existed before the concept of energy poverty emerged
– Assistance mechanisms
h
f households
for
h
h ld with
h payment difficulties
d ff l
(contract
EDF‐GDF & French state, 1985)
– Social laws include a right for low‐income households to be helped to
consume energy

•

Debate on “energy precariousness” (précarité énergétique) emerges
around 2000

•

2007: creation of the RAPPEL network of energy poverty and
precariousness actors, grouping individuals from different organisations

•

2009: first official report estimating the extent of energy precariousness
in France (Rapport Pelletier)

• 2010: official definition of energy precariousness in the Grenelle 2 law
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French approaches to defining energy poverty
England :

In France :

A definition that has been
modified in 2013

A vague official definition
in the 2010 legislation

2001‐2013:
Households who need to spend
10% or more of their income for
energy

Hills approach
excludes certain
households & number
of fuel poor is less
sensitive to energy
price increases

Hills review (2012)  Low Income
High energy cost

Rapport Pelletier (2009):
French approach
excludes
rationing &
includes over‐
consumers

Actual energy expenses related to
income (10% threshold)

National observatory of energy
precariousness ONPE (2013):
Various approaches
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Energy poverty in France
What is the scale of the problem?
Total population
of France in 2006:
63.6 million people
26.7 million households

621 000 households
suffering of both forms
of fuel poverty

3.8
3
8 million
households
spending
more than
10% of their
income for
energy

3.5 million
households
living in cold
homes

Source : Devalière et al.
al (2011,
(2011 based on 2006 data)

 different forms of energy poverty & no important overlap between them
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Three main policy domains
to address energy poverty
1. Households’ incomes
 social policy (income support,
energy subsidies)

2. Energy prices and supply conditions
 regulatory measures (social
tariffs & specific protections)

3. Energy
gy efficiencyy of homes
& equipment  housing policy,
environmental policy (thermal
refurbishment replacement of
refurbishment,
heating systems)
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Public policies towards low‐income energy
consumers
1985
1985: 1st
measures (EDF‐
state contract
on a solidarity

fund)

1996

2000

1996: EDF
discounts for
vulnerable
customers
(techn.interventions)

2005

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

2004:
Reorganisation
of solidarity
funds for energy
(FSL)

2004: Social
tariff for
electricity
(TPN)

2007: Creation
of Médiateur
National de
l’Energie

2002: FSATME
(social funds for
thermal
refurbishment)

2008:
Social
tariff for
gas (TSS)

2012: social
tariffs
automatically
applied

2011:
Programme
“Habiter
mieux”

2013:
Change of
eligibility
criteria  4M

2013:
reform of
Habiter Mieux
& start of SLIME
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The recent debate on energy poverty
& on policies
li i for
f low‐income
l
i
energy consumers
•

Preliminary remark: no assistance scheme directly refers
to the concept of energy poverty
 instead: low income

•

Economic crisis and energy price increases: current
number of energy poor households is probably higher
than 2006 figure

•

Recent debate:
1.
2.
3.

Whatt iimpactt off future
Wh
f t
price
i increases?
i
?
How to increase the number of beneficiaries?
How to reach the (truly) energy poor?
19

Recent debate (1):
Expected electricity price increases
In France, 31% of households use electricity
as the main energy source for heating
Consumer price index
(1998 – 2012): largest
increase has been for
energy
2012 – 2020 estimation:
+ 50 % for annual
electricity bills

1,400.00 €
1
1,200.00
200 00 €

+15 % 1 307 €
+30 % 1 125 €

1,000.00 €
874,50
800 00 €
800.00

Energy budgets
increasingly put
households under pressure

600.00 €

Law on energy transition
to be adopted in summer
2014  what future
orientations regarding
electricity production
technologies?

200.00 €

CSPE
Public service contribution
TURPE
Transmission & distribution

Supply
Fourniture

400.00 €

‐ €
2012

2016

Source: French Senate (2012)

2020
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Recent debate (2)
How to increase the number of beneficiaries?
1. The solidarity funds for housing (called FSL)
 financial
f
l assistance in case off
payment difficulties:
•

Funding: energy suppliers and the state

•

300 000 beneficiaries per year (for over 3 million energy poor
300’000
households)

•

Total budget (2010): estimated at 80 million €

•

Average subsidy per household: 230 € (2010)

 Problem: stable budgets vs. increase of households
asking for assistance  social services have difficulties
21
to respond to increasing demands

Recent debate (2)
How to increase the number of beneficiaries?
2. Social tariffs (TPN for electricity and TSS for gas)
Name of social tariff
Funding: consumers pay a
contribution through their
energy bills
Number of beneficiaries (2012)
Average reduction of bills
Total cost (estimation for 2014)



Electricity

Gas

TPN (First necessity
tariff)

TSS (Special solidarity
tariff)

CSPE (contribution to
public service for
electricity)

CTSSG (for gas)

1.2 million

450’000

95 €

142 €

327 million €

94 million €

Problem: only half of potential beneficiaries actually get the social
tariff (2012)
In autumn 2013: new eligibility criteria (4 million potential
beneficiaries for TPN)  what will be the real number of
beneficiaries?
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Recent debate (3)
y) energy
gy p
poor?
How to reach the (truly)

Exclusion of
some fuel
poor people

Characteristics
of fuel poor
population

Part of
targeted
population is
nott reach
he d

People outside
the initial
target who will
be includ
b
ded
d

Step 1:
Targeting
(partly a
political
choice)

Step 2:
Identification
(what ease of
identification?)

Population
i l ded
includ
d in
policy target

Population
included in the
initial target and
that can be
reached

Part of identified fuel
poor who are not
taking up the
mech
hanisms
i

Step 3:
Implementation
(what ease of
implementation?)

Errors of
exclusion
and of
inclusion

Actual
beneficiaries
of fuel
poverty
policy

Source: Dubois (2012) From
targeting to implementation
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Recent debate (3)
y) energy
gy p
poor?
How to reach the (truly)
• The problem
– The main fuel poverty program Habiter Mieux that started in 2011
• In the initial phase, strong focus on low‐income households, but not many
households took up the program
• Modification in June 2013: 45% of French households are now eligible
 how to make sure that this benefits not only the better
better‐off
off households
among the potential beneficiaries?

• Measures adopted in 2013 to reach the (truly) energy poor
• “Energy Efficiency Ambassadors” who are trained to identify low‐income
households
• Increase of the subsidy for the initial diagnosis
• Increase of per household subsidy, to finance a larger share of the total
cost off renovatiion and
d allllow peoplle wiithout
h
fi
financiiall resources//saviings to
take up the program

• Question: are these measures sufficient to keep the
lowest‐income households in the program?
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3.
FOCUS ON “HABITER MIEUX”
25

Energy efficiency measures for low‐income
households in France: one national program
g
and
several local initiatives
• Comprehensi
Comprehensive
e thermal renovations
reno ations  a nati
tionall programme
called “Habiter mieux” (living better) that was launched in 2011
– Combination with White Certificates system

• Smaller energy efficiency measures  social funds for energy
efficiency improvements (FSATME) ‐ up to 1500 €
• Distribution of small energy‐saving appliances  Achieve
(European project) – experimental project on two areas in France
– Investment cost: very low
– Importance of information measures
– Identification efforts of households

• Local identification and diagnosis of situations of energy poverty
 SLIME (launched in 2013)
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The national fuel poverty program
“H bi Mieux”:
“Habiter
Mi ” generall principles
i i l
• General philosophy:
initially  adaptation to ageing of population
– Advantages : individual (80 % prefer to stay at home) and social (cost)
– What is necessary to stay at home?
• Not only adaptation certain equipments (bathroom,...)
• But also a warm home

today  45 % of households are eligible
• Approach to identification: decentralised
– National coordinator : ANAH (national habitat agency,
agency in charge of
managing the fund for thermal renovation)
– Local contracts of commitment & networks at a more local level
– Standardised (optional) identification tools (= forms for data collection)
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The national fuel poverty program
“H bi Mieux”:
“Habiter
Mi ” iimplementation
l
i
• Implementation process
1.
2.
3.

Identification of households by members of the network
Thermal diagnosis (technical visit)
R li ti off thermal
Realisation
th
l renovations
ti
 Project engineering + financial engineering by a specialised
operator

• Funding  combination of different types of resources






ANAH (traditional funding) (up to 50 % and 6000 €)
ANAH Habiter Mieux (3000 €)
Local authorities (500€ ‐ 1000 €)
+Charities, pension funds, etc. who are partners to the programme
+ Microcredit, ...

Since June 2013: at least 10’000 € subsidies (5’000 € before June 2013)
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Habiter
Habit
er Mieux: objectives
objectives and results
• Initial objective:
j
300 000 homes over 7 years
– Comprehensive renovation including thermal insulation
(roof, walls, windows) and replacement of heating
equipments
– Improve the efficiency of renovations, the technical
operators give guidance on types of renovations
– Energy
gy efficiencyy ggain: at least 25 %

• Results
– Energy efficiency gains:
gains 38% on average
– But start of program has been very slow
• Year 2012 : 12 786 beneficiaries
• Year 2013 : 31 235 benefi
b
ficiari
i ies (with
i h a sh
harp increase in Decemb
ber)
• Objective for 2014 : 38 000 beneficiaries
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Situation of Habiter Mieux in November 2013
From January to November
2013, 20 161 households have
engaged
d in
i a th
thermall
renovation project (i.e. Projects
not necessarily completed)
Average cost of refurbishment:
18 000 €
Average energy efficiency gain:
38 %
Some regions are more
involved than others 
dynamism of local networks
Since June 2013: new eligibility
criteria
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Characteristics of homes renovated
b Habiter
by
H bi Mieux
Mi
untilil JJune 2013

Year of
construction

Total
Number

Percentage

Percentage
of single
family homes

Average
amount of
work

Average
energy
efficiency
gain

Part of very
low‐income
low‐income
homeowners

Before 1949

10 887

47%

97%

22 056 €

40%

65%

From 1949 to
1975

9 151

39%

88%

13 879 €

37%

58%

After 1975

3 184

14%

89%

13 763 €

35%

56%

3 222
23

100%
00%

9 %
92%

7 679 €
17

37%

6 %
61%

Total
Total

Source: ANAH (2013) Programme Habiter Mieux – Etat d’avancement mensuel, juin 2013
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Energy class of buildings renovated
b Habiter
by
b
mieux (June 2013))
Percentage off homes
h
Energy class
(kWh/m²/yr)

Before
thermal renovation

After
thermal renovation

A (less than 50)

0%

0%

B (from 51 to 90)

0%

2%

C (from 91 to 150)

1%

14.5 %

D (from 151 to 230)

10.5 %

29.0 %

E (from 231 to 350)

23.0 %

29.0 %

F (from 351 to 450)

26 5 %
26.5

16 5 %
16.5

G (more than 450)

39.0 %

9.0 %

Source: ANAH (2013) Programme Habiter Mieux – Etat d’avancement mensuel, juin 2013

 Alleviates worst situations of fuel poverty but does not eliminate fuel poverty32

The reform of “Habiter mieux”
in June 2013
From 2011
to June 2013

Since
June 2013

Eligibility criteria (1)
types of homes

Homeowners of single family
homes living in these homes

Homeowners of single family
homes living in these homes
+ low income landlords
+ collective housing (co‐
ownership) in difficulty

Eligibility criteria (2)
Income thresholds

Very low incomes
Ex: single person in other regions
than Ile de France  11 811€/yr
((Januaryy 2013))

Very low and low incomes
Ex: single person in other regions
than Ile de France  18 262€/yr
(
(January
y 2014))

Funding

Habiter mieux subsidy: 1600€
Total : 5 000€

Habiter mieux subsidy: 3000€
Total : 10 000€

Other conditions

Buildingg older than 15 years,
y
, no other public
p
subsidies for 5 years,
y
,
expected energy efficiency gain = 25 %, work done by professionals
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Lesson 1: identifying households is difficult and
specific
ifi efforts
ff
are required
i d to perform
f
that
h taskk
•

No sp
pontaneous “demand” to be identified & help
ped
– Lack of information
– Fear of stigma
– Complexity of procedure, ...

•

On the “supply” side of identification
– Many possible identification actors
– But none is sp
pecialist in energy
gy poverty
p
y and controls the whole procedure
 importance of cooperation & networks
 local conditions matter
– Multiplicity of policy layers makes things complex

•

Consequence :
– Identifying energy poor households is time consuming and costly
– It takes time to build up
p identification networks
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Lesson 2: implementing energy efficiency measures
for low‐iincome peoplle raiises specifi
ific problems
bl
• Problem 1
1: commitment of ho
households
seholds
– They need to be convinced
– “Accompagnement”, i.e. supporting households all over the
implementation process is important

• Problem 2: remaining financial burden for households
– Two possibilities
• Either target the mechanism towards households who have a minimum ability
to invest
• Or propose financing schemes that cover the whole project

• Problem 3: payback on investment
– Little willingness to invest in projects that are not profitable in a
relativelyy short time period
– Can be an obstacle to implementation of comprehensive renovations
35

4.
FOCUS ON URBAN AREAS
THE REGION ILE DE FRANCE
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Ile de France – the biggest urban area in France
Only 2% of the
F
French
h territory
t it
but 18% of the
French population
12 million
inhabitants
Urban
agglomeration of
Paris: 88% of the
population of the
region
GDP of Ile de
France = 31% of
the GDP of France
37

A region with major income inequalities
parison with the rest of France
in comp
Ile de France

Difference between monthly
inc
income
ome of highest decile and
income of the lowest decile
(2007)
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Income inequalities at the local level
Yvelines (département 78) is
the richest of France: :
poverty rate at 60% of
median income is 8%

Seine Saint Denis (département 93)
is the poorest of France: poverty
rate at 60% of median income is
24 1%
24.1%

Median monthly
income by consumption
unit (euros, 2010)

Paris (département 75) : high median
income, but huge inequalities
39 and
highest intensity of poverty

Homes of people in energy poverty:
diversiity off siituatiions
a di
Tenants in the social
sector, trapped in
the heat (district
heating or other
collllective heating))

Tenants in the private
sector, substandard
homes & inadequate
heating

Homeowners
of substandard
homes

Owners of flats in
large collective
housing with
heating & energy
efficiency
problems

Slums

Tenants in the
social sector on
low incomes
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Energy poverty in Ile de France:
scale of the problem and profiles of households
Households living in
multi family homes
multi‐family

Households living in
single family homes
single‐family

40’100
16’100
204’000
households
spending more
than 10% of
their income
for energy

515 700 households
515’700
living in cold homes

Younger than 30 years
First income quartile
Single person
Electric heating

Single‐parent
Si
l
t ffamilies
ili
Electric heating
Complementary heater
Less than 50 years

156’300
households
spending more
than 10% of
their income for
energy

108’700
households
living in cold
homes

Older than 60 years
First income quartile
Single person
Heating oil
2006 data
41
Source: Host et al. (2014)

Specificities of energy populations
i IlIle de France
in
F
• Target group of thermal renovation program “Habiter
Habiter
mieux” (single family homes) is comparatively small
• Energy poverty of young people emerges as a new issue
– Confirmed by certain local diagnoses
– Relates to the more general problem of low income of younger
households

• Problem of cold homes affects many people
– B
Butt nott specific
ifi to
t low‐income
l
i
households
h
h ld
– Rationing behaviours (especially for people with electric
heating) play an important role  self‐constraints in response
to energy unaffordability
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What policy implications?
• Solutions have to be developed to solve collective action problems
in order to realize thermal renovations in collective housing
(especially in privately‐owned multiple‐owner buildings?)
 Since June 2013, Habiter mieux allows this kind of renovations
(but needs are huge)
• Important proportion of tenants
g in
 How to remedyy to lackingg incentives of landlords to enggage
thermal renovations?
• Social tariffs & solidarity funds exist for low‐income households but
th
he scalle off aff
fford
dab
bility
l probl
blem is bigger. Cold
ld h
homes and
d self
lf‐
constraining behaviors are already observed for all types of
households & future price increases could worsen the problem
 argument in favor of developing energy
energy‐efficiency
efficiency programs that
can be deployed a larger scale (e.g. Achieve experimentation &
SLIME)
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To conclude
• Characterizing
Characterizing energy
energy poverty
poverty is not an easy
easy task
 Still much work to do to know precisely
• Countries’ energy poverty profiles and
• Profiles of households in each country

• The diversity of situations suggests that there is not a unique
policy solution to tackle energy poverty
 Two broad types of measures
• Energy efficiency measures
• Energy affordability measures

• France is an interestiing case stud
dy because it uses a large scope off
measures
 Ex‐ante objectives not always met when measures are implemented
 A learning process on what works and what doesn
doesn’tt
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